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"Abstractions" Breakdown 

Sherryn Pattarawuttiwong 

"Abstractions" was a project produced within Houdini and rendered with Redshift spanning over a three 

week period. The purpose of this project is to induce a feeling of disgust and discomfort. This paper will 

be discussing the development process of the work, "Abstractions", in terms of inspiration, modeling, 

look development, rendering, and editing. The four effects produced to be discussed will be in order of 

appearance in the video, within the previously mentioned topics.  

I. Inspiration

Overall, this work explores various abstract FX, dramatic lighting, and sound effects to convey an 

emotion of discomfort. Topic was inspired by the works of artist Erik Ferguson, while lighting and 

editing were inspired by motion graphics artist, Simon Holmedal. Breakdowns by Vyacheslav 

Velikoredchanin and shots from the film "Prometheus" also provided terrific inspiration. 

Erik Ferguson "Rasch"           Simon Holmedal "Us By Night" 

Vyacheslav Velikoredchanin "DNA"    Weta "Prometheus" 
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II. Modeling

The four effects were created primarily using VDB. 

Connected lines between 
adjacent scattered points 
were converted to 
polywires. Spheres were 
scattered onto the 
polywires, and smoothed 
using VDB combine.  

Using a torus base, 
spheres are scattered by 
hand with spraypaint and 
smoothed into the surface 
using VDB combines with 
alternating modes of union 
and difference.  
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Billowy smoke is tweaked 
to create an interesting 
silhouette and then output 
as an SDF volume. 

Relying heavily on the 
shader, this effect uses 
two spheres with initial 
velocity within FEM.  
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III. Look Development

Below is the master material, focused in sub-surface scattering and displacement, which all object 

shaders are based on.  

Diffuse 

The Fresnel output to Diffuse gives more color interest by outputting different colors dependent on the 

"curve" of the surface in relation to the camera. 
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Sub-surface Scattering  

A ramp gives more color variance to the transmittance color instead of a single solid color. 

Displacement Noise 

The shader uses three different types of noises including cell, fractal, and voronoi. Playing with negative 

values and gives interesting interactions between the parameters. For example, cell noise was mainly 

used for creating holes.  

Lighting uses two distant lights backlighting either sides of the object. 

Cameras use a focal length of 28 mm. 
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IV. Rendering & Editing

Rendered using RedShift, Global Illumination uses Brute Force and Irradiance Point Cloud. Before render 

optimization, renders took around an hour per frame on average locally, considering SSS and depending 

on whether displacement applied. After optimization, frames took a maximum of 30 minutes and as 

little as 5-10 minutes locally, notably after reducing the Adaptive Error Threshold.  

Rendered frames were brought into Nuke to color correct, denoise, and apply depth of field. A little 

chromatic aberration was added using shuffles isolating the red and blue channels.  

The sequences were then cut and reorganized within Premiere Pro, sound effects from ZapSplat paired 

with the visuals. 


